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These comments are offered in response to the AMCP-WG-M Working Paper “Additional Comments on the
Manual on Detailed Technical Specifications for the HFDL ( Doc 9741-AN/962, Part II )” that was prepared
by Prof. Zhou Zhuoren, Civil Aviation University of China.

Rockwell Collins, Inc. has reviewed the subject document and is in general agreement with the suggested
changes.  We have a few additional comments we would like to add.  References are to the subject working
paper.

1.1 While we generally agree, we suggest that a note be added.  The tables fifth column should also have
1/2 full sized. The word processor automatic formatting functions made them look like a smaller font
to create a fraction of one half that was really not intended.  The final formatting should provide these
numbers at full font height.

2.1 Agree: We think that this problem is also present in ARINC Specification 635, 5.2.1.6,Table 5-2, in
two places.

3.4 Agree with the subitems (a) through (e).  We would suggest that an item (f) be added to say that the
32nd line should include ", WITH " preceding the word restriction to be consistent with the other
entries in the table.

3.5 Agree but we would also add that the title of Table II-4-3 should replace the word "Diagnosweatic"
with the word "Diagnostic".

3.17 We feel a need for additional review of the coding values for Connection Released HFNPDU, as
described and the changes proposed.

4.5 Agree: The suggested modifications of these items and the proposed solution leaves no doubt what
goes into that data field and what it means to the user.

The subject working paper caused an additional look through Part II of the HFDL Manual and the following
items were noted:

a. Figure II-2-1, the description of M1 should say "M1 = 1 of 8 shifts of the following sequence:", ie,
not 1 of 10 shifts. That problem is being fixed in the draft of Supplement-4 to ARINC Specification
635.

b. Attachment 2 to Part II, item 17; Frequency Search Counts: ARINC Specification 635-3 changed the
wording to be as follows: "The first 16 bits shall contain the number of 32 second frames that the
aircraft HFDL Function was out of communication in the previous flight leg. The second 16 bits shall



contain the number of 32 second frames that the aircraft HFDL Function was out of communication
in the current flight leg."

c. Attachment 3 to Part II, item 25 now has a code "03 Other"  for log-on denied leaving 04-FFh as
Reserved. Also there is now a code "07 Temporary Transceiver Shutdown" for Log-Off Request,
leaving 08-FFh as Reserved.

On behalf of Rockwell Collins, Inc. I wish to thank you for the opportunity to comment on the subject paper.

Sincerely,

George A. Cobley, P.E.
Consultant to Rockwell Collins, Inc.


